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results revealed no evaporites present, removing crystal wedging as a mechanism, while
indicating wind erosion as the primary mechanism. This analysis found significantly
greater cements within the Holocene rocks compared to previous studies, and SEM
analysis revealed organic cements preserved by oil-based cutting.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The term tafoni (tafone is the singular) is used widely in the geologic literature
however, it is poorly defined. In the literature review for this project, 16 papers were
reviewed (discussed later in detail), and each provided a different definition of the term.
The Glossary of Geology, which may represent the ultimate authority, in this case defines
tafone as: “tafone (ta-fo’-ne) (a) A Corsican dialect term for one of the natural cavities in
a honeycomb structure, formed by cavernous weathering on the face of a cliff in a dry
region or along the sea shore. The hole or recess may reach a depth of 10 cm, and is
explained as the result of solution of free salts in crystalline rock following heating by
insolation. (b) A granitic or gneissic block or boulder hollowed out by cavernous
weathering. Pl: tafoni.” (Neuendorf, et al., 2005, p. 655). The term comes from
“tafonare” a Corsican word meaning to be perforated; the term is morphological in origin
and not based on genesis (Wilhelmy 1981, in Rögner, 1988). The literature provided
much contrast to this definition, varying in terms of shape and size of the void,
mechanism of formation, orientation, climate, and rock type. Given that tafoni are
described as being formed by cavernous weathering, they appear to meet the definition of
pseudokarst, that is, “A karstlike terrain having closed depressions, sinking streams, and
caves, but produced by processes other than dissolving of rock.” (Neuendorf, et al., 2005,
p. 523).
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Features believed to be tafoni have recently been described in the Bahamas from
Abaco Island (Walker, 2006). No detailed characterization of these features was done,
because they were not the focus of the Walker (2006) study. Because these tafoni
features in the Bahamas resemble caves produced by dissolutional processes, their
analysis is important for a number of reasons. Certain cave types, such as flank margin
caves, are used as paleo sea-level indicators in carbonate islands. If tafoni caves are
present, and have been misidentified as flank margin caves, then past sea-level
interpretations will be in jeopardy. Additionally, flank margin caves are used as proxies
for past fresh-water lens configuration and behavior, so misidentification of tafoni as
flank margin caves would make such lens interpretations incorrect.
Study of these features are also important for the interpretation of the term itself.
For example if these cave features are identical in physical description to tafoni caves
found in non-karstic rocks, but their mechanism of formation is by carbonate dissolution,
do they represent a new category of karst cave? Or, does labeling them pseudo-pseudo
karst make them karst? And based on this idea, and given that tafoni are rarely reported
from carbonate rocks, are there unique aspects of the Quaternary carbonate eolianites of
the Bahamas that facilitate tafoni development?
The purpose of this study was to determine if tafoni caves have developed in the
Quaternary carbonates of the Bahamas, particularly on San Salvador Island (Figures 1 &
2). Tafoni were demonstrated to exist, and these features were examined to determine
what causes their growth in the carbonate rocks. In addition, a method of differentiating
tafoni caves from flank margin caves and sea caves was successfully attempted.

2

Figure 1 A map of the Bahamas showing San Salvador Island to the eastern side of the
archipelago (Carew and Mylroie, 1995).

3

Figure 2 San Salvador Island (Robinson and Davis, 1999)
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Bahamian Archipelago is a northwest-southwest trending island chain, 1400
km long, extending from the east coast of Florida to just off the coast of Cuba to the
southwest, and then continuing southeast towards the Turks and Caicos Islands. The
Bahamas are set up on isolated carbonate platforms that are topped with islands; these
platforms have been the site of carbonate deposition since the Cretaceous (Carew and
Mylroie, 1997 and references therein). The Bahamas show no evidence of active
tectonics (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). San Salvador Island is one of the outermost
islands in the Bahamian Archipelago, located on the east side of the Bahamian island
chain. The island is made up of young limestones, Pleistocene and Holocene in age.
Included in these limestones are eolianites, beachrock, fossilized coral reefs, beach facies,
and paleosols (Carew and Mylroie, 1995b; 1997). San Salvador has a wide variety of
karst features, including flank margin caves, banana holes, blue holes, lake drains, and pit
caves (Mylroie, et al., 1995).

Geology
The depositional history of the Bahamian Islands was initially difficult to interpret
due to sea level fluctuations and irregular sediment deposition. The surface geology
depositional process was later defined by Carew and Mylroie (1995b) in a four phase
5

model which describes the processes of subsidence, sea level change, subaerial
diagenesis, and carbonate sedimentation. The four phases are based on sea level
progression, starting with the low-stand phase; the remaining phases are the transgressive
phase, the still-stand phase and the regressive phase. The phases are described below
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995b).
The intial phase of the island depositional model is the low-stand phase, Figure 3.
During the low-stand phase, the sea level is below the island platform. The only
processes acting on the island, at this time is dissolution and pedogenesis, which results
in surficial karst features, or epikarst, and the development of terra-rossa paleosols. The
paleosols develop during the sea level lowstands and create boundaries between the
higher sea level deposits; however, because the deposition of eolianites is not uniform
across the island, the paleosols merge together in places, and as a result, these paleosols
may represent two or more sea-level stages. This superposition of paloesols can be seen
on the southwestern end of San Salvador Island, at Watling’s Quarry (Carew and Mylroie
1995b).
In the next transgressive phase, dune deposition begins as sea level raises the top
of the island platform and the lagoons produce carbonate sediments. As sea level
continues to rise, the dune sediments and active coastal processes are moved inland
(Figure 3). As sea-level rise slows before reaching its maximum height, the majority of
the eolian dunes are deposited as transgressive-phase eolianites. Dunes that are formed
late in the transgressive phase are more likely to survive the marine erosion that will
occur during the sea-level highstand. These dunes tend to have a close proximity to the
coastline and are exposed to sea spray and precipitation, which results in quick
6

Figure 3 Carbonate Island depositional Model (from Carew and Mylroie, 1997).
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cementation, and usually preservation of internal bedding features. Dunes deposited
earlier in the phase are subjected to constant wave erosion. The massive dunes that
survive this erosional process often contain sea caves, bioerosional notches, and wave-cut
benches. Coral can develop on these wave-cut benches and later may become encased by
subsequent dune deposition. Eolianites of the transgressive phase typically have very few
vegemorphs present due to the mobile nature of the dunes as sea level encroaches, and
the lack of an established beach and dune ecology (Carew and Mylroie 1995b).
Following the transgressive phase, the island enters the still-stand phase, which
represents a time when sea level remains constant at its new height (Figure 3). Carbonate
sediment production remains high during this phase. The overall wave energy in lagoons
decreases as reef growth and lagoon filling become more predominant. This storage of
sediments results in diminished dune production. Beaches may develop during this phase
and increase in size, and then may prograde into subtidal marine environments. Dunes
can be heavily vegetated during this phase, resulting in numerous vegemorphs
developing. During this phase, protosols and ebb-tidal deltas may also form (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995b).
The island then enters the final phase, which is the regressive phase. During this
phase, sea level drops as continental glacial growth increases (Figure 3). The beach and
associated facies move toward the island platform margin, burying the marine deposits of
the still-stand phase. New sediment production decreases; however, older sediments may
become remobilized as wave base passes through the lagoons. As a result, regressivephase eolianites form. Peloids, bioclasitc allochems, fossilized pulmonate snails (Cerion
sp.) and vegemorphs are common in these deposits. The vegetated dunes and their
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elaborate root structures result in lack of preservation of internal bedding structures
within the dunes deposited during this phase. The presence of the vegetation results in
the destruction of the internal structures as well as promotion of the development of
protosols. The dunes from this phase commonly overlie subtidal deposits formed during
the previous phase (Carew and Mylroie, 1995b).
The stratigraphy of the Bahamas has been described by Carew and Mylroie
(1995b: 1997), and their interpretations are summarized here (Figure 4). The carbonate
section is divided into three formations, bounded by the presence of unconformities
(commonly expressed as terra rossa paleosols), which represent times of lower sea level.
The Owl’s Hole Formation is the oldest, Middle Pleistocene in age, representing deposits
prior to the last interglacial (the sea-level highstand associated with the last interglacial is
known as Oxygen Isotope Substage 5e, or OIS 5e). No subtidal units are know to exist
above modern sea level, and ooids are extremely rare. The Owl’s Hole Formation
includes eolianite suites from a number of sea-level highstands prior to the last
interglacial. In the absence of fortuitous outcrops that show stacked eolianites separated
by several paleosols, such as on Eleuthrea (Kindler and Hearty, 1997), differentiation of
these older eolianites is difficult. As a result, all eolianites older than the last interglacial
(OIS 5e) are lumped into the Owl’s Hole Formation. The Owl’s Hole Formation is
differentiated from the overlying Late Pleistocene Grotto Beach Formation by a paleosol
(or other erosional surface if the paleosol is missing). The Grotto Beach Formation is the
most widespread exposed formation throughout the Bahamas. The Grotto Beach
Formation contains eolianites, fossil reefs, subtidal and intertidal facies, which represent
deposits formed during the OIS 5e sea-level highstand. That highstand occurred from 131
9

Figure 4 A stratigraphic column representing the geology of San Salvador, showing the
location of the paleosols and oxygen isotope ages (From Walker, 2006,
modified from Mylroie and Carew, 1997).
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ka to 119 ka, about 12,000 years, and reached elevations about 6 m above current sea
level (Chen et. al 1991). The Grotto Beach is composed of two members, the French Bay
and the Cockburn Town Members. The French Bay Member, which represents the
transgressive phase of deposition, is comprised of fine to medium-grained and oolitic
eolianites, fossilized coral reefs, climbing wind ripple laminae, and a limited number of
vegemorphs. The Cockburn Town Member represents the subtidal and standstill through
regressive phases of the depositional model (Figure 3). The Cockburn Town marine
subtidal deposits contain abundant fossils including coral reefs, mollusks, and trace
fossils. The subtidal deposits are capped by eolian dune deposits of the standstill and
regressive phases of deposition (Carew and Mylroie, 1997). In the field, the French Bay
Member eolianites are differentiated from the Cockburn Town Member eolianites as the
former have few vegemorphs, and well-preserved laminae high in the section, whereas
the latter have abundant vegemorphs and disrupted laminae high in the section. The
Grotto Beach Formation is separated by a paleosol from the Holocene Rice Bay
Formation. The Rice Bay Formation consists mainly of peloidal and bioclastics with
some weakly developed ooids being reported on San Salvador, and represents deposits
associated with the modern sea-level highstand (OIS 1). The lack of an overlying terra
rossa paleosol identifies the unit as Holocene. The Rice Bay Formation is also divided
into two members, the North Point and the Hanna Bay. The North Point Member is
composed entirely of eolianites, whose foreset beds dip up to 2 m below modern sea
level. The younger member, the Hanna Bay, consists of intertidal facies and eolianites,
which are in agreement with modern sea level. Dating by carbon 14 places the North
Point member at ~5000 years in age, and the Hanna Bay as ~3000 years to present in age
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(Carew and Mylroie, 1987), demonstrating that sea level was on the platform making
carbonate sediment by 5,000 years ago, but had reached and stabilized at modern
elevations by 3,000 years ago. Recently (Mylroie et al. 2006), Hanna Bay Member
eolianites on Cat Island have been found made up almost entirely of well-developed
ooids.
One of the key advantages of studying tafoni on San Salvador is that the geology
has been well mapped. Features subsequently defined as tafoni have been found in both
Holocene and Pleistocene eolianites. The existence of tafoni in the Holocene eolianites
indicates that tafoni form very quickly.

Petrography
Various petrographic studies have been done on San Salvador Island, and other
Islands in the Bahamas (Carney and Stoyka, 1993; White, 1995; Hutto and Carew, 1984;
Schwabe, 1992; Stowers, 1988). Results of these studies show common grains to be
foramineria, bivalves, red algae Halimeda, coral fragments, gastropoid fragments,
peloids, and ooids which are found more commonly in the Holocene rocks (Carney and
Stoyka, 1993, Hutto and Carew, 1984). Peloids are the most common clast present in
Holocene rocks, while bioclasts are more common in Pleistocene rocks (White, 1995).
Cement values for the various rock types range from five to ten percent (Carney
and Stoyka, 1993). Cements have been found to be aragonite, high magnesium calcite
resulting from marine environments, and meteoric low magnesium vadose calcite (White
1995). The Holocene dunes have been found to be less lithified than older dunes with
many dunes exhibiting a calcrite crust with uniform lithification present on all of the dune
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types (Hutto and Carew, 1984). Holocene dunes represent a terrestrial deposit, which
may have marine sediments developing on wave-cut benches in dunes near the ocean
(White, 1995). Lawlor (1985 in White, 1995), found in Holocene dunes that rocks near
the coast line were more cemented than rocks farther from the ocean.

Caves and Karst
San Salvador Island contains many karst features on its landscape. These karst
features fall into four main categories; karren, depressions, caves, and blue holes
(Mylroie and Carew, 1995; Mylroie et al., 1995). There are also six main types of caves
that form on the island; pit caves, banana holes, blue holes, flank margin caves, lake
drains (Mylroie and Carew, 1995a, Mylroie et al., 1995b), and sea caves. Only flank
margin and sea caves are important to this study because they can be used to determine
sea-level highstands and lowstands.
Flank margin caves form from mixing dissolution on carbonate islands along the
discharging margin of the fresh-water lens, under the flank of the enclosing land mass,
hence their name, “flank margin” (Mylroie and Carew, 1990). Cave growth is promoted
in the area of the mixing of fresh and marine waters at the bottom of the lens, and mixing
of vadose and fresh water at the top of the lens. At the lens margin, these two
dissolutional environments are superimposed, maximizing dissolutional potential. This
dissolutional potential is further enhanced by the presence of organics, allowing for
greater dissolution of calcium carbonate than elsewhere in the lens (Bottrell et al, 1993).
The resulting caves are similar to other caves called hypogenic caves (Palmer, 1991),
formed by mixing of waters at depth. Flank margin caves are characterized by globular
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rooms that are separated by thin walls. Because flank margin caves form at the lens
margin, which corresponds with the height of sea level, these caves can be used to
indicate past sea level (Mylroie and Carew, 1995; Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). As the
Bahamas are tectonically stable (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a), the flank margin caves that
are currently exposed above modern sea level formed when sea level was higher in the
past, which would also place the fresh-water lens at a higher elevation. The sea-level
highstand associated with the last interglacial, OIS 5e, reached elevations about 6 m
above current sea level, and is thought to be the source of the dry flank margin caves seen
today. The dry flank margin caves are found at elevations between one and seven meters,
as measured to the top of the cave’s phreatic ceilings (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Because flank margin caves form under the flank of the enclosing land mass, they are
vulnerable to surficial exposure by normal terrestrial erosion processes. Flank margin
caves in many stages of intersection can be observed throughout the Bahamas. Breached
flank margin caves are common in some sea cliffs. It is in some sea cliffs, however, that
tafoni caves also form. Successful differentiation of the two cave types is therefore
important.
Sea Caves are another type of cave present on San Salvador Island, occurring on
coastal cliffs without beaches present between the cliffs and the ocean. The sea caves
form at sea level where wave action and their resulting erosional forces are strong enough
to form this type of cave and can affect the cliff face (Moore, 1954). Salt water can also
chemically alter the rock promoting the growth and formation of sea caves. Because sea
caves also form at sea level, like flank margin caves, sea caves can also be used as paleo
sea-level indicators (Culver and White, 2005). According to Moore (1954) the rock must
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have a structural weakness to result in the formation of the sea caves, however,
Waterstrat (2007) found that no structural weakness was necessary to form the sea caves
present on San Salvador Islands. Sea Caves have been located on San Salvador Island in
many locations including: North Point, Cut Cay, Hanna Bay, The Gulf, north of Grotto
Beach, Green Cay, Crab Cay, Gaulin Cay, Cato Cay, and the Bluff (Waterstrat, 2007).

Tafoni
Tafoni have been described and defined in many ways. The lack of an exact
definition, and the overlap of other terms such as honeycomb and alveoli, along with the
various weathering techniques believed to go with each of these terms, makes it very
difficult for researchers to recognize the differences between these features (Turkington,
1998). Honeycombs are described as having a cell-like structure present in a rock or soil,
while alveoli is defined as “a space or cavity” (Neuendorf et al., 2005, p. 20). McBride
and Picard (2004) differentiate honeycomb from tafoni by the fact that tafoni can have
solitary occurrences, where honeycombs must be in clusters. The simplest and most
inclusive definition of tafoni comes (Campbell, 1999), stating that tafoni are small holes
or caves in rock that result from some type of weathering. The definitions have been
linked by many to size, shape, rock type, and by some to climate, although the word
seems to be used in the current literature to represent any form of weathered hole in a
rock face or boulder. Sidewall tafoni is distinguished by, and occur on near-vertical or
vertical surfaces, and ground level occurring tafoni, known as basal tafoni (Wilhelm,
1964, Turkington, 1998).
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The Glossary of Geology, as previously noted, defines tafoni as having a depth of
10 cm, however, tafoni size as discussed in the literature is quite variable. Tafoni are
described as meter-scale openings with overhangs and projections (McBride and Picard,
2000). Mellor et al. (1997), also describes tafoni at this large scale, stating tafoni to be
several cubic meters in volume.
Tafoni are believed by many (Turkington, 1998, Turkington and Phillips, 2000,
Hacker, 2003,) to be the result of cavernous weathering or honeycomb weathering.
Cavernous weathering is the result of chemical and mechanical processes on a cliff face,
resulting in the removal of the grains resulting in large hollows. Honeycomb weathering
is the result of chemical process, resulting in numerous pits in the rock surface.
Honeycomb weathering is common in tuffs and sandstones, often occurring in arid
regions (Neuendorf et al., 2005, p. 305). Tafoni have been located in several climates and
locations ranging from Antarctica to Mars (Cooke et al., 1993). The most common
climates and settings in which tafoni are found are arid climates and along coastal cliff
faces. According to Rögner (1988), the term tafoni was coined in the Mediterranean
subtropic zone, and must be developed in that or similar climate conditions or the tafoni
are said to be no longer active, and represent paleoclimate indicators, showing when the
climate was similar to that of the Mediterranean subtropic zone. Tafoni occurring in dry
arid environments are inactive, and represent a wetter paleoclimates (Rögner, 1988).
While it is agreed upon that tafoni are caused by some form of weathering, the
actual mechanism is disputed. Some of the proposed methods of tafoni development are
salt transport, salt weathering, case hardening, core softening, flaking and scaling, and
increased air circulation (Huinink, 2004; Rögner, 1988). The salt weathering technique is
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the most commonly supported mechanism in the literature, with case hardening and core
softening also well supported. Perhaps the mechanism is dependent on the actual rock
type present, and the climate in which it is located, and tafoni caves are therefore
polygenetic in origin.
The majority of the literature on tafoni is on the proposed methods of formation
of tafoni, the rate at which it develops, and the reasons for the location of their
occurrence. The development of evaporite minerals, especially halite, along rock faces is
the most supported mechanism for tafoni development. This process is believed to occur
when evaporation takes place and salt water is drawn up through capillary action through
the rock, the water is then evaporated from the rock surface, causing the salt to
crystallize. The water reaches the deepest area of the tafone first, resulting in the most
salt crystallization occurring in this interior area. This results in the back of the cave
weathering faster, inducing the concave shape. The weathering effect is also increased as
the moisture content goes up, causing minerals in the rocks to swell (Hacker, 2003 and
references there in). Hacker’s (2003) research supported this method of tafoni
development, indicating higher concentrations of salt in the walls and interior openings
within the tafoni than on the floors and in the surrounding rocks. In arid regions, the
tafoni development is also caused by halite, however, the salt moves in the wind and
crystallizes in the tafoni caves after transport. This is supported by McBride and Picard’s
(2000) work on desert tafoni, in which tafoni did not develop more than ten kilometers
from the salt source in a playa.
Flaking and scaling is another mechanism proposed to support the formation of
tafoni. Flaking and scaling is induced by salt crystallization. Flaking is defined as the
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weathering of rocks parallel to the surface resulting in flakes 1 to 10 mm thick, whereas
scaling results in pieces 1 to 10 cm thick. The evaporation of moisture from the rock
containing a large load of salts creates salt horizons that result in pressure, and promotes
flaking and scaling. Well-developed tafoni have a higher rate of flaking and scaling than
lesser developed tafoni. The rate of flaking and scaling also seem to be dependent on
moisture and/or precipitation present (Rögner, 1988).
The idea of case hardening is that the outside of the rock is often harder than the
inside; this could be from differences in composition, or by some other phenomenon
(Mottershead and Pye, 1994). The hardening results in an increased resistivity to
weathering. If the crust of the rock is damaged in some way, the inside of the rock can
come in contact with the air and moisture, which possibly results in the formation of
tafoni. There have been many cases where tafoni have developed in areas where case
hardening has occurred, however, there are also several cases where tafoni occurred, but
the case hardening did not (Huinink et al., 2004). The idea of core softening is also based
on rock strength differences, and happens in much the same way as case hardening. The
core is believed to become softened by leaching of minerals out of the core, due to
moisture content (Huinink et al., 2004 and references there in). The core is softened and
again the outside is damaged and the tafoni development occurs at that point. This also
seems to happen at some tafoni locations but not all of them (Huinink et al., 2004).
Hacker (2003) showed the tafoni development could also be related to
microclimate changes. After looking at the distribution of the tafoni, there was a
noticeable lack of tafoni occured in areas that were never exposed to direct sunlight. Dew
points were recorded inside and outside the tafoni caves, showing the dew point to be
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higher by an average of 1.2 degrees C inside the tafoni cave compared to outside the
caves. A similar comparison was done for temperature, and the variance was found to be
much lower, with a mean of 0.1 degrees C (Hacker, 2003). Rögner’s (1988) study shows
that climate can have a limited effect on the rate of flaking and scaling.
It has also been said that wind circulation could promote the development of the
tafoni caves. Increased wind circulation inside the tafoni would promote higher drying
rates and therefore increase the rate of salt crystallization along the inside of the tafoni
caves (Huinink et al., 2004 and references there in). It is still in dispute if wind really
promotes the tafoni growth or not. Some of this dispute is fueled by the lack of a specific
definition of tafoni; it is hypothesized that wind could play a factor in small openings, but
probably not in large openings (Huinink et al., 2004).
Another question is to what extent karst processes are considered to be chemical
weathering, or cavernous weathering. Tafoni are not listed in karst texts and papers as
being part of the karst landform regime, so by exclusion tafoni are not karst features.
This exclusion is most likely the result of most tafoni being the product of weathering in
non-carbonate rocks. If cavernous weathering produces tafoni in carbonate rocks, are
they karst features or not? Or, a broader question, can carbonate rocks host this type of
pseudokarst?
Tafoni have been described in granite (Hacker, 2003; Guglielmin et al., 2005;
Viles, 2005; McBride and Picard, 2000 and 2004; Matsukura and Tanaka, 2000) (Figure
5). Following the second definition given in the Glossary of Geology, tafoni could be
considered to only occur in granitic or gneissic rocks; however, the term tafone(i) has
been used to describe openings resulting from weathering in sandstones (Turkington,
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1998; Epigsey, et al., 2004; Sunamura, 1996), greywacke, arkoses, tuffaceous
conglomerates,(Sunamura, 1996), metamorphosed conglomerate (Hacker, 2003)
limestones (both oolitic and with calcareous sands), (Sunamura, 1996; Norwick and
Dexter, 2002 , Rögner, 1988), breccia (Campbell, 1999), rhyolite tuff (Figure 5) (Cooke
et al., 1993; Stoffer, 2004), dolomite (Norwick and Dexter 2002, Rögner, 1988) siltstone
(Norwick and Dexter, 2002) and flysch deposits (Mellor et al., 1996). Although tafoni
have been cited in the literature as occurring in limestone and other carbonates, very little
else is described about their occurrence in carbonate rocks.

Figure 5 Tafoni present in a rhyolite tuff. (Stoffer, 2004)

The shape of tafoni is another point of disagreement in the field. The shape of
tafoni have been described as an opening with arch shaped overhung entrances, inner
walls that are concave in shape, and a smooth slightly sloping floor that is debris covered
(Marsukura and Tanaka, 2000). Tafoni have also been described as simple hemispherical
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cavities (Sunamura, 1996). These descriptions of the shape are specific while others are
vague, for example, this definition describing the shape as a large cave which can reach
several meters in size (Huinink et al., 2004).Tafoni have also been described as an
opening which has projections and overhangs (McBride and Picard, 2000). This is
perhaps the most general description of the tafoni shape without being overly vague. The
emphasis on overhangs and projections, especially in the entrance area of tafoni, is an
indication that these cave-like features form after a protective outer layer or coating has
been breached, allowing weathering processes to work on a weaker interior. It is also
possible that core weakening is occurring as opposed to case hardening.
There is still much debate about the location of tafoni cave occurrences. Hacker
(2003) found that tafoni occur more commonly in bedrock areas of structural and/or
composition irregularities. Also indicated by this study was that tafoni growth was
controlled by joints in the rocks. Joints formed locations where tafoni development could
be initiated, or the joints limit the growth of tafoni caves started elsewhere on the rock
face (Hacker, 2003; Mellor, 1997). Bedding patterns, topography, specifically slope and
aspect, as well as spring or seepage presences have also been credited as locations of
tafoni origin points (Mellor, 1997).
Large amounts of research have also been done on the rates of tafoni
development. Tafoni develops at different rates in different rock types (Norwick and
Dexter, 2002). Sunamura (1996) developed a one dimensional model used to explain
coastal tafoni growth rates, and showed that tafoni development decreases exponentially
due to the rock weakening, as a result of the weathering. In the Bahamas, coastal tafoni
present in the Holocene rocks, must have formed since the last sea level highstand
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showing the age of the tafoni to be less than 5000 years, indicating rapid tafoni
formation. It was also shown that there is a lag time in tafoni development, during which
the rock surface hardens and must be breached for the tafoni formation to begin
(Sunamura, 1996). This lag time is different for different areas and environments. The
lag time was showed mathematically for the area along the Japanese coast, in the
sandstone present there, to be 35 years (Sunamura, 1996). Preliminary data in the
Bahamas support this kind of rapid tafoni development, as shown in Figure 6. In
Northeastern Arizona, the area is composed of sandy dolomite and sandstones, and the
lag time is approximately 1000 years, based on the lack of tafoni in pioneer buildings
present in the study area. (Norwick and Dexter, 2002). The study done on the tafoni in
Israel, the tafoni formed by flaking, showed a rate of tafoni growth to be 0.2 to 0.3 mm
per year (Rögner, 1988). It was also been shown that many previous studies were
commonly underestimating the growth rate of the tafoni (Sumamura, 1996). The
presence of tafoni in road cuts 15 years old (Figure 6) as well as larger tafoni present in
5000 year old Holocene rock in the Bahamas argues for rapid development in the climate
and carbonate rocks present there.
For the purpose of this research, tafoni will be considered openings in Quaternary
eolian carbonates that have a concave and somewhat irregular shape with overhangs and
projections, which are the result of some weathering mechanism. The hypotheses for this
study were selected to address the issues resulting in confusion in the tafoni literature.
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Figure 6 Possible tafone present in a 15 year-old road cut in 3000 year old rock, at
Alligator Point, Cat Island Bahamas. Flashlight is 12 cm tall. Photo Credit:
John Mylroie.
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Figure 7 Possible tafone present in 5000 year old rock, on North Point, San Salvador
Island Bahamas.

Hypotheses tested were:
1. Tafoni are forming on San Salvador Island.
2. Large tafoni in different aged rocks are not morphometrically different.
3. That tafoni can be morphometricaly differentiated from both sea caves and
flank margin caves.
4. The formation of larger-scale tafoni is correlated to the formation of small
tafoni.
5. The formation of tafoni is related to mineral crystallization, and/or wind and
air erosional processes once a resistant surface layer has been breached
(Figures 6 and 7).
On San Salvador Island potential tafoni were found to exist in two main types, a
large-scale type and a small-scale type. The large-scale tafoni are present along naturally
occurring sea cliffs, along various coastlines on the Island, including both sides of North
Point. The small-scale potential tafoni occur mainly in cultural features such as road
cuts, quarries, and buildings. From this point forward within this study, these features are
referred to as tafoni.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Field work was conducted, during December 2005 January, 2006 on San Salvador
Island, where possible tafoni were observed in multiple locations on the island. A second
trip was made during the summer of 2006, when prospective tafoni were surveyed,
mapped, and sampled. The third trip was again during December 2006 and January, 2007
where any missing data were filled in, additional tafoni were mapped, and sample holes
opened in June 2006 were checked for accumulation of sediment.
The tafoni on San Salvador were surveyed using the compass and tape method, and the
general location of the tafoni were recorded by GPS. The GPS points for each cave were
collected at the base station used to survey the cave, or the nearest location where enough
satellites could be obtained. The GPS coordinates were mapped in ArcGIS and allow
comparison of tafoni locations relative to each other, as well as they provide an overall
representation of the distribution of the tafoni caves on San Salvador Island. Locations
selected for study include: North Point, The Bluff, The Gulf, Watling’s Quarry, and a
road cut known as Hole 12 Road Cut (Figures 8-11). All locations were selected because
they were logistically easy to access, cliffed, and contained tafoni-like features. North
Point was selected due to the fact that it was Holocene in age. The Gulf and the Bluff,
were selected because they were similar to North Point in morphology, but are
Pleistocene in age.
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Figure 8 A map of San Salvador showing the locations of tafoni mapped and measured.
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Figure 9 The locations of tafoni mapped along North Point and Cut Cay.
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Figure 10 Locations of tafoni along the southern end, two large tafoni were sampled at
the Gulf location and small tafoni were measured at Hole 12 Road Cut, and
Watling’s Quarry.
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Figure 11 The tafoni locations along The Bluff.
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Both cultural features were selected because the date of the artificial cliffing is known.
Hole 12 Road Cut was selected because it was along a breezy hillcrest, and was
Pleistocene in age. Watling’s Quarry was selected because of its sheltered bowl shape,
and being Pleistocene in age.
The tape and compass survey measured the distance, inclination, and azimuth
measurements, and additional measurements of height, width, and depth were taken. The
survey and mapping provided detailed information about the morphology of the tafoni
caves as well as provide some idea of the volume of material which has been weathered
away. Tafoni caves were studied from Holocene and Pleistocene eolianites, and from
natural exposures such as sea cliffs, and artificial exposures such as quarry walls, road
cuts, and building walls made of cut eolianite blocks. For large tafoni, measurements
were divided between the currently-roofed portion of the cave, and more measurements
taken to characterize what appeared to be collapsed, or unroofed portions of the tafoni.
The measurements allowed examination of the question of large tafoni collapsing to
make smaller tafoni, or if the tafoni roof and back wall were both retreating and tafoni
had a fixed size limit.

Cave Maps
Cave maps were created for each of the large scale tafoni, using the typical tape
and Sunnto compass method. Measurements taken were the azimuth, inclination, and
distance between survey stations, in addition to the maximum height, width and depth of
each tafone. Data for each tafone were recorded in a field book, next to a detailed sketch
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of each individual tafone, which was later used to create the basis of the map. The data
were later reduced in Compass (Fish, 2006), a share-ware cave mapping software that
generates line plots, showing the correct angles, and lengths of all the survey shots
involved relative to each other. This line plot is then converted in to a bitmap, and opened
in Xara X. Xara X (Xara Ltd. 2001) is a commercial drawing program, which allows for
multiple layers to be created on each drawing, making it useful for measurements,
drafting changes, and to look at different aspects of each map. The Compass line plot
serves as the backbone of the map and using the sketches done on site, the cave maps
were drafted digitally using a mouse. Separate layers were created for each of the major
features, such as the walls, driplines, breakdown, and others. Other cartographic features
were created and the maps were set to a scale. The finished maps were then converted to
Jpegs, for measurements to be taken.

Image J
Image J (Rasband, 2007) is a program, developed by the Research Services
Branch of the National Institute of Mental Health for measurements of health related
images. The program is used to calculate area, distances, angles, perimeter, and other
properties, based on an input of known distance.
The “jpegs” files were created in Xara X were opened in Image J, and using the
line toolthe scale distance was covered and used to set the scale and units of the image.
Measurements were taken for each interior inside the dripline, and for the unroofed area
around each dripline. For every cave mapped, the measurements taken were the actual
area, perimeter, depth, width (Figure 12). The area, perimeter, long, and short sides of a
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rectangle, were recorded for the smallest rectangle that could contain each interior cave
area and unroofed area. Many of the cave maps had multiple driplines, when this
happened the driplines were numbered from top to bottom and then left to right across the

Figure 12 Showing the measurements taken of the cave maps. Area was the area
contained with in the perimeter.
map. The dripline measurements were taken along each dripline and along the cave wall
that was encompassed by that dripline. The unroofed area of each dripline was
determined by the projections around the dripline area, which divided that area by line of
sight from the next dripline. Measurements were taken from the point of each projection
in a straight line across to the other projection and then followed the back wall to
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determine area, perimeter, and rectangle measurements. In a few cases this straight line
approach did not include the entire cave. In these cases the measurements were extended
the smallest amount possible off one of the projections along the line of sight until the
entire cave was included in the measurement. The smallest rectangle was determined by
rotating the image until the smallest rectangle was found, this usually occurred when the
long axis to the cave was along one of the long axis of the rectangle (Figure 12).

Measurements of Small-Scale Tafoni
Small scale tafoni were measured in two main locations on San Salvador Island,
at Watling’s Quarry, and at nearby road cut, Hole 12 Road Cut (Figure 13). The first
location, Watling’s Quarry, is a limestone quarry located near the south central portion of
the island, the quarry is approximately 35 years old (Figure 14). This location has three
cliff faces that were left exposed when the quarry was abandoned. The cliffs were labeled
A, B and C for differentiation purposes. The second location is known as Hole 12 Road
Cut (Figure 15), due to it's location near the twelfth hole of a once-proposed golf course.
This site is located farther south than Watling’s Quarry. The road cut is also
approximately 35 years old. At this location there are two exposed cliffs, labeled D and E
for differentiation purposes.
The measurements in these locations were done by a team, who were broken up in
teams of two, one measuring and one recording the data (Figure 16). The measurements
included the maximum exterior and interior heights, the depth, and the maximum exterior
and interior widths.
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Figure 13 A Google Earth image showing the proximity of Hole 12 Road Cut to
Watling’s Quarry.

A
C
B

Figure 14 A Google Earth image showing the cliff locations from Watling’s Quarry.
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Figure 15 A Google Earth Image of Hole 12 Road Cut, showing the cliff locations.
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Figure 16 A team of people taking measurements along cliff face E at Hole 12 Road
Cut.
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Statistical Analysis
From the measurements taken from both the tafoni themselves and those measured
from the cave maps, ratios were calculated and statistical analyses were performed
comparing the tafoni to sea caves on San Salvador, flank margin caves from various islands
in the Bahamas, the small tafoni from the road cut and the quarry, and the tafoni
themselves. Theses measurements were selected because they could be applied to both
large and small tafoni, they could be done quickly and simply and still allow for
characterization of the voids. Ratios were calculated for each cave, and cave type. Ratios
were created to normalized the data, making the caves comparable regardless of size.

Ratios used will be referred to by the abbreviations listed below:
1) Area vs. perimeter (A/P).
2) Short axis over the long axis of the smallest rectangle to enclose the box (S/L) Ratio.
3) Entrance width vs. the greatest enclosed interior width (EW/IW) for both Roofed (R)
and Unroofed (UR).
4) Percent of area the cave that the cave filled was also calculate by dividing the area of the
cave by the area of the box (Box Fill %).
5) Height data were also measured, at the highest point in each large tafoni.
These ratios were then compared for the flank margin caves, the sea caves, and
Holocene-aged vs. the Pleistocene-aged tafoni. The sea cave data are from Waterstrat
(2007) and flank margin cave data are from Roth (2004), as modified, and calibrated by
Waterstrat (2007). The dripline portion of the perimeter was removed for tafoni caves, sea
caves and flank margin caves to make them statistically comparable. This was done due to
the fact that both tafoni and sea caves are externally initiated voids, while flank margin
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caves are internally initiated voids, so the removal of the dripline was necessary to make
the perimeters comparable between the cave types. Morphometric analysis, using area to
perimeter, as well as other ratios have been proven to be a successful method to
differentiate these cave types by Waterstrat (2007) and Roth (2004). Measurements were
taken for both the roofed and unroofed portions of the tafoni to look at how the cliff lines
retreat as the tafoni develop (Figure 17).

For the small tafoni, the ratios that were calculated were:
1) Interior width over exterior width (IW/EW).
2) Exterior height vs. interior height (EH/IH).
3) Exterior height over exterior width (EH/EW).
4) Interior height over interior width (IH/IW).
5) Exterior height vs. interior height ratio over depth (EH/IH over D).
6) Interior height vs. interior width over depth (IH/IW over D).
7) Exterior height vs. exterior width over depth (EH/EW over D).
8) Exterior width vs. interior width over depth (EW/IW over D).
These ratios were used to compare each of the three cliff faces at Watling’s
Quarry to each other, and the two cliff faces at the Hole 12 Road Cut to each other. Then
the Quarry faces and the Road Cut faces were compared to each other. The small tafoni
were then compared to the large tafoni using the following ratios: 1) exterior width over
interior width for both the roofed and unroofed portion, then 2) depth vs. exterior width
over interior width again for both the roofed and unroofed portions.
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F tests were run on each data set to show the amount of variance, this information
was used to determine the best t test to use with the data set. Two tailed t tests were used
to make the comparisons; the tests were run for highly varied data sets, due to large
variations present. The hypotheses tested were: 1.) different aged tafoni are not
morphometrically different from each other in any of the ratios presented. 2.) Tafoni are
not significantly different from flank margin caves and sea caves, in any of the ratios
presented. All the hypotheses were tested at the 95 percent confidence interval. Graphical
comparisons were also made comparing the different measurements and ratios for both
the small and large tafoni, testing for morphological differences as the tafoni developed.

Rock Samples
Rock samples were collected in two consecutive tafoni, one set Pleistocene in age
and one set Holocene in age. Samples were also collected from the unweathered rock
between each set of tafoni, and the sediment accumulating along the bottom of each
tafone was also collected for analysis. Samples were collected high and low in each
different tafone and in one location in the unweathered rock. After the sample site was
selected the five samples were collected in each site. The samples were collected in a four
cubic centimeter progression, starting with the outer surface and working back
approximately twenty centimeters, so to show the progression of any variation present in
the rock. The samples were collected and the original orientation of each sample be
labeled, with respect to the upward and the outward direction. The samples were then
wrapped and bagged, with two silicon gel packs included to remove moisture from the air
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and to preserve any halite or other evaporite crystals which may have been present. The
samples were then placed in another Ziploc baggie. Sample numbers were recorded

Figure 17 A three dimensional view, idealized diagram showing the measurements
taken within the small tafoni.
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in each bag and on the outside of the outer bag. Sediment samples were also collected
from the bottom of the each sample hole after a six month erosion window, June 2006 to
December 2006. A total of 64 samples were collected from the island. Some of the
samples were then analyzed by thin sections.
Volume calculations were also attempted for the small tafoni and some selected
large tafoni. The volume of the small tafoni, assuming the tafoni to be partial ellipsoids,
was calculated using an equation (Equation 1), derived by Anna Olsen, California
Institute of Technology. To validate the equation the results of the equation were
compared to that of the rectangular volume of the same dimensions, and found to be
always smaller.
Equation 1

Variables from the equation:
V
α
WI
WE
HI
HE
δ

Volume of Tafone
described the parabolic portion of that tafone (see Figure 17)
Interior width
Exterior Width
Interior Height
Exterior Height
A small negative number (-0.0001)

Volume was also calculated for some of the larger tafoni, which could be assumed
to be half ellipsoids, the volume was calculated using the formula for the volume of an
ellipse, V= 4/3лABC, where A, B, and C represent the length, width, and height. The
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results of this equation were then divided in half, to crudely approximate the volume.
Rates of erosion per year were then calculated for both large and small tafoni and then
compared.

Thin Section Analysis
Thin sections were created from the samples of four different tafoni, two
Pleistocene in age, Tafoni E 1 and E 2 from the Gulf area of the Island and two Holocene
in age, Tafoni Y and Z from Cut Cay (Figure 9). The two tafoni selected were next to
each other, in progression. Thin sections were done of from the first, third, and fifth
samples of each sample progression that was collected high in each of the selected tafoni,
while the first and the fifth samples were used from the sample progression in the low
area in each of the tafoni. Thin sections were also prepared for first sample from the nonweathered area between each set of tafoni.
Samples were carefully broken into thin section sized pieces and were wrapped in
baggies and plastic wrap with new silicon gel packs and labeled, both by sample number
and orientations. Samples were carefully packaged in bubble wrap and other protective
wrappings and sent to Spectrum Petrographic, Inc. for preparation. The samples were
impregnated due to their brittle nature, then cut using water sensitive methods (i.e. cut in
oil), orientated in both the out and up directions, and covered with cover slips to prevent
reaction of any evaporities to the moisture in the air.
Thin sections were analyzed to determine the percentage of pore space, cement,
and allochems present in the rocks. Numerous studies have already been done on the
petrography of San Salvador Island (e.g. White, 1995), so a detailed determination of the
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allochems present was not necessary. The percentages of the allochems, porosity, and
cement was determined by a one hundred point count, and ground truth with one thin
section being counted to four hundred points.
Upon further examination the of the rock cements present in the Holocene
thin sections, it was decide that further examination was need to determine the type of
cements present. The further examination was done using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM), on three of the samples collected in the Holocene rocks, samples
from tafone Z numbers 2, 4, and 6, being the front, middle, and end of the low set of
samples collected in that tafone. The samples were broken in small pieces and hot glued
to pegs that could be placed in the SEM; care was used to get a fresh new surface and not
to contaminate the samples with human skin oil. The samples were then vacuum pumped
down and coated with a gold-palladium alloy using a Polaron E5100 Sputter Coater for
30 seconds, resulting in a thin coat that prevented the formation of artifacts (Folk and
Lynch, 1997). Samples were imaged on a JEOL JSM-6500 F field emission scanning
electron microscope, using a voltage of 5.0 KV and a working distance of 7.0 mm.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
For tafoni to form the rocks must be of sufficient strength to support the void.
This interpretation is supported by observations from Hanna Bay, where collapse of the
voids is evident, preventing the development of large tafoni along these cliffs. The rocks
also appear to need to be a certain distance away from the sea spray and wave action for
tafoni development to occur or continue. A majority of the tafoni of this study occur
along North Point and Cut Cay, along the Graham’s Harbor side of the peninsula. On the
Rice Bay side there are no tafoni along Cut Cay and the two tafoni present along the very
end of North Point high are on the cliff face compared to the Graham’s Harbor side.

Statistical Analysis
Holocene vs. Pleistocene Tafoni
Descriptive statistics and statistical comparisons were done for the larger tafoni
comparing the two age groups of tafoni mapped. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table
1 below. The Holocene dataset contained 42 tafoni caves, while only 10 tafoni caves
were present in the Pleistocene dataset. The Holocene (H) and Pleistocene (P) aged
tafoni were compared, in every ratio that was created for the dataset, as listed in Table 1.
The ratios compared include for both roofed (R) and unroofed (UR): area over perimeter
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(A/P), box fill percentage, the ratio of the short to long axis of the smallest enclosing
rectangle (S/L), roofed entrance width over unroofed entrance width, and the entrance
width over interior width (EW/IW). T tests were used to make the comparison and
significance was determined at the 95 percent confidence interval (p < 0.05). The null
hypothesis for all comparisons and t test was that the Holocene tafoni would not be
significantly different from the Pleistocene tafoni. The null hypothesis was accepted for
all the ratios, as none of the ratios were found to be significantly different (p value <0.05)
(Table 2).

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for Holocene vs. Pleistocene Aged Tafoni
Ratio
H R EW/UR EW
P R EW/UR EW
H UR EW/IW
P UR EW/IW
H R EW/IW
P R EW/IW
H UR A/P
P UR A/P
H UR S/L
P UR S/L
H UR Box Fill%
P UR Box Fill %
H RA/P
P R A/P
H R S/L
P R S/L
H R Box Fill %
P R Box Fill %

Average
0.862
0.818
0.987
0.992
1
0.989
0.826
0.594
0.769
0.547
50.052
52.292
0.421
0.213
0.643
0.589
32.948
36.079

Standard Deviation
0.193
0.240
0.052
0.018
0
0.034
0.654
0.327
1.135
0.234
13.389
11.640
0.277
0.117
0.656
0.201
11.702
16.801
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Variance
0.037
0.057
0.003
0.00
0
0.001
0.429
0.107
1.288
0.055
179.267
135.489
0.076
0.014
0.431
0.041
136.928
282.290

Table 2 Holocene vs. Pleistocene Aged Tafoni Results
Ratio Compared
H Tafoni UR EW/ R EW Ratio Vs P Tafoni UR EW/R EW Ratio
H Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs P Tafoni EW/IW Ratio
H Tafoni R EW/IW Ratio Vs P Tafoni R EW/IW Ratio
H Tafoni UR A/P Ratio Vs P Tafoni UR A/P Ratio
H Tafoni R A/P Ratio Vs P Tafoni R A/P Ratio
H Tafoni UR S/L Ratio Vs. P Tafoni UR S/L Ratio
H Tafoni R S/L Ratio Vs. P Tafoni R S/L Ratio
H Tafoni UR Box Fill % Vs. P Tafoni UR Box Fill%
H Tafoni R Box Fill % Vs. P Tafoni R Box Fill%

Significant

* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.
Tafoni Compared to Flank Margin and Sea Caves
The large-scale tafoni was then compared to both flank margin and sea caves
from the Bahamas. Theses comparisons were based on the ratio created from the cave
map measurements for the roofed and unroofed tafoni, sea, and flank margin caves, and
included: 1) area over perimeter (A/P), 2) box fill percentage, 3) the ratio of the short to
long axis of the smallest enclosing rectangle (S/L), and 4) the entrance width over interior
width (EW/IW). The descriptive statistics are included for all four cave types in Table 3.
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Table 3 Descriptive Statistics of Large Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Caves
Ratio
UR A/P Ratio
R A/P Ratio
FMC A/P Ratio
Sea Caves A/P Ratio
UR Box Fill %
R Box Fill %
FMC Box Fill %
Sea Caves Box Fill %
UR S/L Ratio
R S/L Ratio
FMC S/L Ratio
Sea Caves S/L Ratio
UR EW/ IW
R EW/ IW
FMC EW/ IW
Sea Caves EW/ IW

Average
0.779
0.379
2.261
1.667
50.51
32.842
54.862
50.074
0.724
0.625
0.535
1.507
0.987
0.997
0.524
0.933

Standard Deviation
0.607
0.265
1.642
0.734
12.979
12.254
18.252
9.647
1.019
0.592
0.203
2.158
0.047
0.015
0.348
0.148

Variance
0.368
0.070
2.696
0.539
168.454
150.165
33.162
93.069
1.039
0.350
0.041
4.658
0.002
0.000
0.121
0.0219

Table 4 Results of Large Tafoni vs. Flank Margin Caves Comparisons
Ratio Compared
UR Tafoni A/P Ratio Vs FMC A/P Ratio
R Tafoni A/P Ratio Vs. FMC A/P Ratio
UR Tafoni Box Fill% Vs. FMC Box Fill%
R Tafoni Box Fill% Vs. FMC Box Fill %
UR Tafoni S/L Ratio Vs. FMC S/L Ratio
R Tafoni S/L Vs. FMC S/L Ratio
UR Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs. FMC EW/IW Ratio
R Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs. FMC EW/IW Ratio

Significant
*
*

* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.
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*
*
*

These ratios were again compared using a T test at the 95 percent confidence
level, with the null hypothesis that they would not be significantly different. Eight
comparisons were done between the tafoni and flank margin caves; the null hypothesis
was accepted for only three ratio, the unroofed box fill percentage, and both S/L Ratios.
The remaining five ratio comparisons, unroofed A/P, roofed A/P, roofed box fill
percentage, and both EW/IW ratios were found to be significantly different (p value<
0.05) These results are shown in Table 4.
The roofed and unroofed tafoni were then compared to the sea caves of San
Salvador Island, using the same methods, ratios and null hypothesis as the flank margin
cave comparisons. The results failed to reject null hypothesis for all of the ratios except
for the unroofed box fill percentage vs. the sea cave box fill percentage. The other seven
comparisons all rejected the null being significantly different (p value < 0.05). Results
from these comparisons are shown in Table 5. Results show that while any one ratio
showing significant difference could be used for cave type differentiation, a combination
of significant ratios is best for cave differentiation. Roofed and unroofed area vs.
perimeter for the three populations are shown in figures 18 and 19.
Small Tafoni
In Watling’s Quarry 233 individual tafoni were measured, while 257 were
measure at Hole 12 Road Cut, resulting in a total of 490 tafoni measured and over 2500
different measurements taken. Watling’s Quarry contained three different facing cliff
faces, and Hole 12 Road Cut contained two faces, which were compared to each other
using the same statistical tests used in the Holocene vs. Pleistocene comparisons.
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Figure 18 A graph showing the area vs. perimeter relationship between tafoni in blue,
sea caves in yellow, and flank margin caves in pink. From the graph three
distinct populations can be seen.
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Figure 19 A graph showing the unroofed tafoni area to perimeter ratio comparing it to
the A/P ratio of both flank margin and sea caves.

Table 5 Results of Large Tafoni vs. Sea Caves Comparisons
Large Tafoni Vs. Sea Caves
Ratio Compared
UR Tafoni A/P Ratio Vs Sea Caves A/P Ratio
R Tafoni A/P Ratio Vs. Sea Caves A/P Ratio
UR Tafoni Box Fill% Vs. Sea Caves Box Fill%
R Tafoni Box Fill% Vs. Sea Caves Box Fill %
UR Tafoni S/L Ratio Vs. Sea Caves S/L Ratio
R Tafoni S/L Vs. Sea Caves S/L Ratio
UR Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs. Sea Caves EW/IW Ratio
R Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs. Sea Caves EW/IW Ratio

Significant
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.
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The cliff faces were compared by the following ratios, Interior width (IW) over entrance
width (EW), entrance height (EH) over interior height (IH), entrance height (EH) over
entrance width (EW), interior height (IH) over interior width (IW), the EH/IH ratio over
depth (D), The IH/IW ratio over depth (D), the EH/EW over depth (D), and the EW/IW
ratio over depth (D). The null hypothesis for each cliff face comparison was that the
ratios for the cliff faces would not be significantly different.
In Watling’s Quarry, for the ratios of EH/IH over D, IH/IW over D, EH/EW over
D, and EW/IW over D, failed to reject null hypothesis because these ratios were not
significant (p value < 0.05) between the cliff faces compared. For the comparison of cliff
face A to B, the null hypothesis was also accepted for the IW/EW ratio. The remaining
three ratios EH/IH, EH/EW, and IH/IW, the null hypothesis was rejected with each of
this ratios being found to be significantly different (p value < 0.05). The comparison of
cliff faces A to C found only the EH/EW and IH/IW ratios to be significantly different (p
value < 0.05), while the null was accepted for the IW/EW and EH/IH, ratios. All four
remaining ratios were found to be significantly different (p value < 0.05) when
comparing cliff faces B to C. In the Quarry all three comparisons showed the ratios of
EH/EW and IH/IW to be significantly different (p value < 0.05) (Table 6).
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Table 6 Small Tafoni Cliff Face Comparisons Results
Ratio Compared
IW/ EW
EH/ IH
EH/EW
IH/IW
EH/IH vs. D
IH/IW vs. D
EH/EW vs. D
EW/IW vs. D

Cliff Faces
Watling’s Quarry Faces
Hole 12 Road Cut
A vs. B A vs. C
B vs. C
D vs. E
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.
The cliff faces present in Hole 12 Road Cut had few ratios that rejected the null
hypothesis, the two ratios for which the null was rejected were the EH/IH and EH/IW
over D; for the remaining ratios the null was accepted (Table 6). None of the ratios were
found to be significantly different (p value < 0.05) in all four cliff face comparisons,
however, EH/IH, EH/EW, and IH/IW were significant in three out of the four
comparisons. The comparisons between cliff faces A and C, and between D and E had
the fewest ratios that rejected the null hypothesis at two each.
The data for each of the locations, Watling’s Quarry and Hole 12 Road Cut, were
combined and then compared to each other using the same eight ratios as the individual
cliff faces. The null hypothesis was again that the two locations would not be
significantly (p value < 0.05) different in any of the ratios. The result of the t test showed
these cultural locations to be significantly (p value < 0.05) different in every ratio except
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EH/EW, for this ratio the null was failed to be rejected, for all others it was rejected, see
Table 7.
Table 7 Small Tafoni Location Comparison Results
Ratio Compared
IW/ EW
EH/ IH
EH/EW
IH/IW
EH/IH vs. D
IH/IW vs. D
EH/EW vs. D
EW/IW vs. D

Watling’s Quarry vs. Hole 12 Road Cut
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.

Small vs. Large Tafoni
The data from the Watling’s Quarry and Hole 12 Road cut were then compiled to
comprise the dataset for the small tafoni. These data were then compared to the entire
dataset of the large tafoni in all the ratios that were present in both datasets. This resulted
in two different ratios, EW/IW, and D over EW/IW, those were then compared to both
the equivalent Roofed (R) and Unroofed (UR) tafoni ratio. The descriptive statistics for
all of these ratios are shown in Table 8. For these comparisons the null hypothesis was
that these ratios would not be significantly different (p value < 0.05). The null was
accepted only for the comparison of unroofed tafoni EW/IW ratio vs. the small tafoni
EW/IW ratio. For the other three comparisons done the ratios were significantly different
(p value < 0.05) and the null was rejected (Table 9).
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Table 8 Descriptive Statistics for Large vs. Small Tafoni
Ratio
UR EW/IW
R EW/IW
Sm. Tafoni EW/IW
UR D over EW/IW
R D over EW/IW
Sm. Tafoni D over EW/IW

Average
0.987
0.998
0.983
3.455
1.649
0.125

Standard Deviation
0.047
0.0154
0.047
2.458
1.234
0.169

Variance
0.002
0.002
0.006
6.042
1.524
0.028

Table 9 Large vs. Small Tafoni Results
Ratio Compared
UR Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs Sm. Tafoni EW/IW Ratio
R Tafoni EW/IW Ratio Vs Sm. Tafoni EW/IW Ratio
UR D over UR EW/IW Vs. Sm. Tafoni D over EW/IW
R D over R EW/IW Vs. Sm. Tafoni D over EW/IW
* indicates significance (p < 0.05 or less) to the 95% confidence interval.
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Significant
*
*
*
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Figure 20 A graph showing the relationship between the roofed width and roofed depth
on the same scaled axes, showing that when the tafone are roofed their depth
rarely exceeds half the entrance width. The yellow line represents a one to one
roofed width to roofed depth relationship while the black line represents a two
to one roofed width to roofed depth relationship.
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Figure 21 A graph showing the unroofed width vs. the unroofed depth, also on the same
axes showing that once the tafone are unroofed they can deepen beyond the
limits of half the entrance width. The yellow line represent a one-to-one
unroofed width to unroofed depth relationship while the black line represent a
two-to-one unroofed width to unroofed depth relationship.
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Figure 22 A graph showing the exterior width vs. the depth for the small tafoni. This
graph shows that the small tafoni do not follow the same pattern of the large
tafoni, being able to be deeper than half the entrance width. The yellow line
represents a one-to-one exterior width to depth relationship while the black
line represents a two-to-one exterior width to depth relationship.
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Overhangs and Projections
Figure 23 shows that in the small tafoni, a vast majority of the tafoni fall below
the one–to-one line in the exterior to interior width graph. With the majority of the points
that are above the line, are slightly above the line, with about 6 of 490 measured tafoni
that are truly removed from the line. In the second graph, figure 24, the exterior height is
plotted against the interior height for the small tafoni. The clustering around the one–toone line is overall in a similar pattern as the width graph, with a majority of the data
plotting below the line. Of the points above the line most of them are again close to the
one-to-one line. More points occur above the line, as well as further from the line in this
height graph (Figure 24) opposed to the width graph (Figure 23). The graph of the
exterior height vs. interior height, for the large tafoni (Figure 25), shows all but one of the
points plotting on or below the one-to-one line, indicating overhangs are not a major
feature of the large tafoni.

Thin Section Analysis
The results of the thin section analysis showed grain types reported by other
petrographic studies previously done on San Salvador Island. Allochems found include:
peloids, benthic foraminfera, coral fragments, bivalve, gastropod and other unknown
mollusk pieces, red algae, Halimeda, ooids, coated grains and bryozoans (Figure 26 &
27). Isopachous marine cements are present, but meteoric cements, sometimes with
preserved meniscus geometries, are more common.
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Entrance Width vs. Interior Width
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Figure 23 A graph of the Interior Width/Entrance Width ratio, showing that a majority
of the small tafoni are close to the same width in both in the interior and the
entrance width, so that there is very little lateral projection morphology. The
data points plotting above the one-to-one line shown in yellow would have
lateral projections.
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Figure 24 A graph showing the Interior Height/Entrance Height ratio, showing that a
majority of the small tafoni are either close to the same height in both in the
interior and the entrance heights or have larger entrance heights than interior
heights; these tafoni do not have vertical overhangs. The data plotting above
the one-to-one line shown in yellow would have vertical overhangs.
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Large Exterior Height vs. Interior Height
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Figure 25 A graph showing the Interior Height/Entrance Height ratio for the large
tafoni. The tafoni on or below the yellow one-to-one line do not have vertical
overhangs. The data plotting above the one-to-one line would have vertical
overhangs.
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0.4mm
Figure 26 A typical grain arrangement showing dominant peloids, coated grains and
foraminifera, picture from slide 1 prepared from sample E2 #2.
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0.4mm
Figure 27 A benthic foraminifera present in cross section from slide 1.

Ooids retain some original microstructure and honey brown color suggesting that they are
still partially aragonitie (Schwabe, 1992). No evidence of any type of evaporaite mineral
was present in any of the thin sections.
The results of the thin section point count resulted in percentages of porosity,
allochems, and cement. The porosity percent varied from as low as 11 percent from
sample SS TF Z # 6, to as high as 27.4 percent from sample SS C E1 E2 # 1. The
percentages of allochems ranged from a 52.8 percent at the lowest to 70 percent at the
highest, from samples SS TF Z 11 and SS TF E2 # 7 respectively. Samples SS TF E2 # 7
and SS TF E2 # 11 had the lowest amount of cement, at 8 and 8.8 percent respectively.
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The highest percent cement occurred in sample SS TF Z # 11, with a percentage of 29.8.
Results of each sample’s point count can be found in Table 10.

Table 10 Thin Section Point Count Results
Slide
Tafoni Location
Depth
#
(cm)
1
E2 Low
0 to 4
2
E2 Low
16 to 20
3
E2 High
0 to 4
4
E2 High
8 to 12
5
E2 High
16 to 20
6
Z Low
0 to 4
7
Z Low
16 to 20
8
Z High
0 to 4
9
Z High
8 to 12
10
Z High
16 to 20
11
Between Z and Y
0 to 4
12
Between E1 and E2
0 to 4
Slides 1-5, and 12 are Pleistocene
Slides 6-11 are Holocene

Sample #
E2 #2
E2 # 6
E2 # 7
E2 # 9
E2 # 11
Z#2
Z#6
Z#7
Z#9
Z # 11
C ZY # 1
C E1 E2 # 2

Count

100
100
100
100
419
101
100
101
102
104
107
106
Average
Standard Deviation

Porosity
Percent
32
29
22
21
25.54
18.81
11.00
16.83
19.61
17.31
19.63
27.36
21.67
5.88

Allochems
Percent
58
60
70
67
65.63
55.45
63
55.45
56.86
52.88
60.75
65.09
60.84
5.34

Cement
Percent
10
11
8
12
8.83
25.74
26
27.72
23.53
29.81
19.63
7.55
17.48
8.69

The results of the point counts were divided up by rock age of each tafone
sampled and the crust between the two consecutive sampled tafoni. The results of this can
be seen in Table 11. The Holocene rocks resulted in the lowest porosity and the highest
percent cement, with average percentages of 17.2 and 25.4, respectively. The allochem
average percentage for the Holocene-aged thin sections was 57.4, lower than the both the
Pleistocene and crust samples. The Pleistocene samples had the exact opposite result,
with an average porosity of 25.9 percent and 10 percent average cement. The allochem
percentage was higher than the Holocene at 64.1 percent. The crust is exactly in the
middle in all three categories with porosity percent of 23.5, allochems at 62.9 percent,
and an average cement percentage of 13.6.
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Lawlor (1985 in White, 1995) found that rocks closer to the ocean contained more
cement than those farther from the ocean. The thin sections analyzed in the tafoni study
did not support this result. The distribution of the amount of cement present showed no
pattern. However, there was a small sample size. Due to resulting higher than previously
reported amounts of cement present in the Holocene aged rocks, SEM analysis was
preformed. The results of the SEM showed the presents of organic matter between grains
and within the cement crystals themselves (Figures 28-31).

Table 11 Thin Section Averages
Holocene Averages
Pleistocene Averages
Crust Averages

% Porosity
17.20
25.91
23.49

% Allochems
57.40
64.13
62.92
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% Cement
25.40
9.97
13.59

Figure 28 SEM photomicrograph showing the general appearance of the rock samples
examined.
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Figure 29 SEM photomicrograph showing the presence of possible bacteria within the
initial phase of meteoric cement.
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Figure 30 An organic cement layer present to the right of the photomicrograph, with the
inorganic cement crystals shown to the left of the image.

Figure 31 A photomicrograph showing the rounded bumpy texture in the crystals
believed to represent organic material present in the inorganic cement crystals.
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While the samples collected for this project were not used in the method
originally designated for XRD, they were used for the production of thin sections.
Sample collection also left centimeter-scale holes in the outcrops of a known date of
origin. The samples were collected in late June of 2006. These sample locations were
revisited in January of 2007; the holes were already filled with as much as 6 cm of
additional sediment in both locations from the sample holes present in the tafoni
themselves. The crust sample holes between the tafoni contained very little sediment.
The sediment commonly appeared to be predominantly accumulating on the same sides
of the hole, along the north to northeast sides. This was especially evident in both the
sample locations in tafone Y, on Cut Cay (Figure 12). This tafone also is the most
exposed of the sampled tafoni. This result could show the effect of winds, and wind
direction on the tafoni development (Figures 32 & 33).

Figure 32 Showing the accumulation of sediment in Tafoni E1. Note the additional
accumulation near the pencil and along the wall to the left of the picture.
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Figure 33 The sample site of the crust between the two Pleistocene sampled tafoni, note
the lack of sediment compared to the previous figure.

Volume
The volume of sediment removed was calculated for each cliff face, based on the
number of features measured from each cliff face. While attempts were made to measure
as many tafoni from each cliff face as possible, not all the tafoni were measured from
each cliff face. The volume approximations for each cliff face were calculated resulting
in cliff face A, from Watling’s Quarry, having the largest volume of tafoni present, with
faces B and C also from Watling’s Quarry, and D, from Hole 12 Road Cut having similar
volumes removed from the various faces. Cliff face E resulted in the smallest volume
removed, see Table 12. The amount of denudation to occur on each cliff face followed
the same pattern with face A having the most, then B, C, and D, followed by face E with
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the lowest amount of cliff denudation in the 35 years since the Road Cut and Quarry were
put in.

Table 12 Cliff Face Volume and Denudation Amounts
Cliff Face
A
B
C
D
E

Volume (m3)
1.3366
0.7108
0.66794
0.717
0.4338

Amount of Denudation (m)
0.00488
0.00316
0.00219
0.0018
0.000824

Volume was calculated for 6 of the large tafoni, C, R, S, T5, U, V, these six tafoni
were selected because they could be a rough approximation of an ellipsoid. The average
rate of erosion calculated was based on 3000 years of erosion, and was approximated to
be 0.65 m3 per year. This same calculation was done on the small tafoni, and their erosion
rate was found to be 0.022 m3 per year. The 3000 year age was selected as that was the
time at which sea level stabilized at its current elevation in the Bahamas.

Tafoni from Other Bahamian Locations
In addition to San Salvador Island, tafoni have also been noted from Long Island
(Wilson, 1992), Abaco Island (Walker, 2006), New Providence Island, and Cat Island.
Long Island Bahamas has two tafoni sites of particular interest because they are not
associated directly with cliff formation by coastal wave action. The first site is in an area
called The Crevice (Figure 34-36). At this location, a deep-seated void has
progradationally collapsed to the surface under the flank of an eolian ridge. As a result, a
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cliff developed on the side of the ridge, upon which protective calcrete crust has
disappeared with the collapse. A very large cave feature is developed in this ridge cliff.
It has the typical appearance of a tafoni cave, and if so, is the largest known tafoni cave in
the Bahamas. The second feature is Dean’s Blue Hole (Wilson, 1992), the deepest blue
hole in the world at 202 m depth (Figure 37 -38). This blue hole is another
progradational collapse feature that also has collapsed upward through the side of an
eolian ridge. These exposed cliffs, which lack a calcrete crust, contain numerous shallow
caves that appear to be tafoni caves (Figure 37-38). Because some of these caves contain
vertical rock structures hanging from the ceiling, similar to weathered stalactites, these
caves were initially identified as flank margin caves (Wilson, 1992). Close examination
show that these vertical rock structures are not stalagmites, but vadose pit infills, exposed
by weathering of the less well indurated rock material around them. In addition, the
caves are at numerous horizons, not typical of flank margin cave development.
Tafoni caves, referred to as PITA caves, on Abaco Island were originally
described by Walker (2006) (Figure 39). Tafoni caves were originally located and
believed to be flank margin caves formed at 20 meters above current sea level. This was
problematic since the Bahamas are tectonically stable, making it necessary to have a
previous sea level highstand approximately 20 meters higher than current sea level to
form these caves. However, modern flank margin caves were formed during the only sea
level highstand known to be higher than modern sea level, the OIS 5e highstand, resulting
in flank margin caves forming at approximately 6 meters above current sea level. After
further investigation the caves were found not to be in a continuous elevation horizon
(Figure 40), and were found to be lacking in all the features common to flank margin
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Figure 34 The Crevice present along the cliff that resulted from the collapse of a dune
ridge. The dune collapse resulted in the breeching of the calcrete crust,
promoting tafoni development.
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Figure 35 An interior view of The Crevice.

Figure 36 A map showing The Crevice
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Figure 37 Dean’s Blue Hole, the deepest blue hole in the world, in the foreground, with
tafoni present above in the cliff created by progradation of the blue hole.
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Figure 38 Showing pit infill features originally misinterpreted as stalagmites.
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Figure 39 At 10.8 m this tafone is at the lowest elevation among the PITA Caves, cave J
(Walker 2006).
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Figure 40 Entrances at various elevations to PITA caves F-J as seen from the beach
(Walker 2006).
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Figure 41 Map of PITA Cave A, Great Abaco Island, Bahamas (Walker, 2006).

caves, such as phreatic dissolutional surfaces, bell holes and stalagmites. Therefore, they
couldn’t be representative of flank margin caves. The caves did look erosional in
formation, and are believed to be tafoni (Figure 41) (Walker, 2006).
Tafoni present on New Providence were located in numerous cultural features,
including road cuts (Figure 42) and buildings (Figures 43 & 44). There are two blocks of
buildings, both of which are historic, with sawn eolianite blocks that show clear evidence
of weathering. This weathering occurs low, closer to the ground, along these building
which implicates wind grain transport, in these tafoni-like features.
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Figure 42 Tafoni present in an old road cut, now found in the parking lot of a Bahamian
government building.

Figure 43 Tafoni present low on the side of a building on a busy street, in Nassau, on
New Providence Island.
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Figure 44 Tafoni present in the building blocks of a ruined building near Cliffton, on
New Providence Island. Note that the mortar is stronger than the eolianite
blocks.
On Cat Island, like San Salvador, tafoni were present in various locations, and
included tafoni high along cliff faces (Figure 45), active tafoni present along coastal sea
cliffs, and in building and other cultural features (Figure 46). The high tafoni present
along a large cliff face (Figure 47), are significantly removed from present sea level and
covered partially by vegetation. These tafoni were mapped and measured, in the same
methods used on the San Salvador tafoni.
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Figure 45 White Mountain, on Cat Island, represents active coastal tafoni. The entire
mountain is friable and unsafe for traverse up the cliff face.

Figure 46 Tafoni present in Mt. Alvernia monastery masonry work, on Cat Island.
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Figure 47 Coastal relic tafoni, high on a cliff on Cat Island, similar to that found on
Abaco Island.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The comparison between Holocene and Pleistocene-aged large tafoni showed no
significant differences (p value < 0.05), demonstrating that statistics used in this study
could not be used to differentiate between the two tafoni groups. These tafoni are all
formed in sea cliffs; however, this tafoni development has occurred in protected
environments, away from sea spray, and high wave energy.
North Point, the Holocene-aged location, perhaps shows the importance of this
protection the best, where the calm Graham’s Harbor side (Figure 48) contains numerous
tafoni, while the higher energy Rice Bay side (Figure 49) contains very few tafoni. The
Graham’s Harbor side is cliffed by wave action, and has a subaerial wave-cut bench
active only during major storm events. The cliff does not receive sea spray during normal
conditions.
In The Gulf, a Pleistocene location, tafoni were only found in a protected cliff
which is perpendicular to the major sea cliff direction. Along the sea coast itself sea
caves are prominent and there are no tafoni. The protected area has been cliffed by wave
action, which only reaches this site during storm events. The cliffs containing the tafoni
here do not receive sea spray under normal conditions.
Along The Bluff, an additional Pleistocene location, truncated wave cut bench
occurred and the sea cliff is set back from current normal wave activity (Figure 50). This
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wave cut bench provides the necessary protection from normal sea spray and wave
action. The wave cut benches present along Graham’s Harbor at North Point, and along
the Bluff are result of storm events, and it is only these storm events that cause sea spray
and wave energy to impact the tafoni formed there. The fact that the tafoni were not
significantly different despite the age and rock differences suggests that they are forming
in the same environments, under the same conditions, by the same processes.

Figure 48 The Graham’s Harbor side of North Point, with tafoni present along the side
and along Cut Cay to the North. Note the low wave energy and calm
conditions.
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Figure 49 The Rice Bay side of North Point, Notice the increase in wave energy on this
side of the Point, limiting tafoni development.
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Figure 50 The Bluff along the southeastern coast of the island, the wave cut bench
present before the cliff face with noticeable tafoni features present.

Tafoni vs. Flank Margin Caves
Tafoni and sea caves are formed through external erosional processes, while flank
margin caves are formed through an internal dissolution process. The differences in these
formational processes result in very different caves, making it understandable that the
morphometric results would show the caves to be different. The ratios comparing flank
margin caves to tafoni caves did show, by using statistics on the morphometrics, that
these two cave types can be differentiated. The use of area to perimeter ratios worked
well for comparing both the roofed and unroofed portions of the tafoni to the flank
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margin caves. The roofed and unroofed ratios of entrance width to interior width
comparisons also worked well. Tafoni are very shallow, usually not fully enclosed caves
with large entrance widths, compared to the large globular chambers with narrow or
small entrances that make up flank margin caves.
The ratio of the roofed box fill compared to the flank margin cave was also found
to be significantly different (p value < 0.05), however the ratio for the unroofed box fill
percentage was not significantly different (p value < 0.05). The ratios that did not work
for both the roofed and unroofed tafoni were the short and long axis ratio for the smallest
enclosing rectangle. The smallest enclosing rectangle ratios didn’t seem to be affective in
determining the difference between the two caves types. Waterstrat (2007) also found
that these ratios were not effective in differentiating between sea caves and flank margin
caves.

Tafoni vs. Sea Caves
Tafoni and sea caves are both external erosional process making the differences
less obvious between these cave types, however, the excavation method is significantly
different. Tafoni form high on the cliffs out of the sea spray and represent an unlikely
result of wave action, which forms sea caves (Moore, 1954). The morphometric analysis
between the sea caves and tafoni also resulted in several significant (p value < 0.05)
ratios, again showing that statistic could be used to differentiate the two cave types. All
but one of the ratios were found to be different, the unroofed box fill percent was the
unsuccessful ratio, as with flank margin caves. The area and perimeter ratio and the
entrance over interior width ratio also work well in determining both roofed and unroofed
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types of tafoni caves from the sea cave. Waterstrat (2007) also found that these two ratios
worked well in differentiating sea caves from flank margin caves. The use of these two
ratios perhaps work best for differentiating between these three main cave types,
including roofed and unroofed tafoni. The smallest enclosing rectangle ratios, including
the S/L and percent box fill ratios, while they did work in 3 over 4 cases for the tafoni vs.
sea caves, they did not, however, work well for tafoni vs. flank margin caves, or for sea
caves vs. flank margin caves.
Graphical comparisons between the roofed width vs. the roofed depth shows that
the depths of the roofed tafoni do not exceed a dimension of greater than half the width
(Figure 20). However, a similar comparison of the unroofed width to depth does not
follow this same rule, with depth commonly being more that half the width dimension
(Figure 21). This argues for the fact that while a tafone is roofed there is a limit to how
far it can erode backward under the overhang, however, as soon as that over hang is
breached then the tafone can erode farther. The small tafoni also do not seem to fit this
rule either, a majority of them do but there are several outliers present in the data set, see
Figure 20. The relationship between the width and the depth in the large tafoni, argues
that the original cliff position prior to any erosion also migrates back over time, opposed
to the tafoni eroding out the cliff with the cliff’s original position maintained.

Small Tafoni
The comparisons of the small tafoni did not result in as many similar ratios as
expected, either the wrong metrics were used to classify their patterns or the small tafoni
occur in a much more random pattern, perhaps because small features are more sensitive
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to subtle variations in the rock, such as grain size, dune laminae spacing, and
vegemorphs, for example. This reaction to rock variations could result in no common
pattern being established until the tafoni reach a certain size. The ratios that were
statistically similar were the ratios that evolved some other ratio over depth, showing that
the small tafoni couldn’t be classified in just two dimensions, the third dimension, the
depth, mattered.
The comparison of the cliff faces present in Watling’s Quarry and at Hole 12
Road Cut all contained various different ratios that were found to be significantly
different, with Watling’s Quarry being having more significant (p value < 0.05) ratios
than Hole 12 Road Cut. All of the cliff faces are artificially cut, approximately 35 years
ago in the same rock formation. The variations in these ratios are most likely due to both
small scale variations in the rock, as previously noted, and to the different wind amounts
and direction that each cliff face received. Watling’s Quarry is not considerably open to
any direct wind pattern, with the Quarry being dug in to the ground and having a
somewhat bowl shape. The main path into the Quarry is heavily vegetated. All of the cliff
faces in Watling’s Quarry have a different aspect, with Cliff A facing south to south east,
B facing west to northwest, and Cliff C facing north to northwest. Cliff A is
approximately 70 meters away from cliff B and C, which are adjoining, with B bending
off to the west off of cliff face C. The two faces along Hole 12 Road Cut are
approximately 4 to 5 meters apart with cliff face D facing south and face E having a
northern aspect. Wind is a possible mechanism promoting the growth of the tafoni. The
road cut, by definition, is open on both ends with another road coming in perpendicular
near the end of cliff face D. The wind can move freely through the cut and easily affect
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both cliff faces at the same time, unlike the Watling’s Quarry cliff faces where the wind
would not have that exact track and would have to come in and circle around without a
good exit.
The comparison results for the two location also showed every ratio except the unroofed
box fill percentage, to be significantly different (p value < 0.05). This also could be the
result of the very different wind pattern present in Watling’s Quarry and Hole 12 Road
Cut. In comparing the two locations, Watling’s Quarry appears to have more defined
elongated tafoni, while, less defined irregular shaped tafoni are prevalent along the Road
Cut (Figure 51).
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Figure 51 The upper figure represents cliff face B at Watling’s Quarry. The top of a
marker is visible near the middle of the figure for scale; while the lower
figure represents cliff face D of Hole 12 Road Cut. Some morphometric
differences are detectable by visual inspection between the two cultural
features.
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The comparison between the small-scale and the large-scale tafoni also resulted in
three of the ratios being significantly different (p value < 0.05), with only the unroofed
tafoni exterior width to interior width being not significantly different. This shows with in
the limits of these two ratios that the larger tafoni don’t necessarily form along the same
dimensional planes at the same rate. It seems by comparing both the small tafoni data sets
that even the smaller tafoni do not form in the same pattern, although the limited
comparison between the Holocene and the Pleistocene tafoni shows that the end result of
large tafoni is the same, at least for similar rock types and climate conditions. It is
possible that the smaller tafoni form independently and continue to grow into each other
resulting in the larger tafoni. This idea is also supported by the presence of tafoni forming
in the breakdown present in a larger tafone, for example tafone Q (Figure 52). Other
observations in the individual larger tafoni show multiple deeper points within the tafone;
is possible that these multiple deeper points are perhaps analogous to the small tafoni
forming at one time along the cliff face, one time individual (Figure 53). The small
tafoni have occurred in walls that have not retreated in their 35 year existence, while the
large tafoni found in the sea cliffs occur where the original cliff face has eroded back.
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Figure 52 A series of photos showing smaller tafoni merging in the breakdown present
in tafone Q.

Figure 53 Showing the possible locations of possible smaller tafoni present in a larger
tafoni.
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Overhangs and Projections
The small tafoni graph (Figure 23) showing exterior to interior width results in the
majority of the data points falling below the one-to-one line in the graph; this shows that
the majority of the small tafoni do not have lateral overhangs. If the tafoni development
is promoted by wind, this makes sense because lateral projections would create
interference in the wind. Of the points on the graph that are above the line, most of them
are just slightly over the line, showing very slight lateral projections. Only 6 of 490
tafoni measured have significant projections, this is evident by the points being truly
removed from the one to one line.
For the exterior height vs. interior height plot (Figure 24) for the small tafoni,
again the majority of the data plotted below the line, showing that most of the tafoni do
not have vertical overhangs either. Again there are several of the points that plot just
above the line, showing there are several of the small tafoni that have slight vertical
overhangs. More points occur above the line in this graph, and the points are farther
from the line, than they were in the width graph. This shows that the there are more
small tafoni with vertical overhangs than lateral projections.
The graph of the exterior height vs. interior height, for the large tafoni (Figure
25), shows all but one of the points plotted on or below the one-to-one line. Based on the
previous interpretations of the graphs this would show that only one of the large tafone
was vertically overhung, however, 68 driplines were measured from the cave maps
constructed, indicating that more than one large tafone has vertical overhangs. It is
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possible that with the broken and collapsed nature of the larger tafoni along the dripline
that metrics this simple will not justify the presences of overhangs.

Thin Section Analysis
The results of the thin section analysis found allochems that were consistent with
previous work done in the Bahamas from the Holocene (Schwabe, 1992; Carney and
Stoyka, 1993; White, 1995; Hutto and Carew 1984; Stowers, 1988) with presence of the
foraminifera, coral fragments, mollusks, and algae. The fact that no evaporites were
found in any of the samples prepared for thin section removes salt wedging as a forming
mechanism for the tafoni present in the Bahamas.
The results of the point counting for the thin sections, the percentages of pore
space, cement and allochems were similar to that of previous petographic studies with the
exception of the amount of cement present in the Holocene rocks, where previous studies
showed the average cement values were between 0 and 5 percent (White, 1995). The
percentages calculated for the tafoni samples by the point count range from 23.5 to 29.8
percent, with and average of 25.4 percent. The porosity was comparably reduced. The
amount of cement present appeared related with the amount of observed time necessary
to physically sample each location, with the Holocene sampling taking the longest effort,
and the crust areas between the tafoni being the easiest to sample. A possible explanation
for this is the presence of organic-bearing cements that are found in the rock. SEM
results show the presence of bacteria and other organic material present with in the
Holocene rocks, and possibly the remains of biolfilm preserved with in the cement
crystals themselves (Figure 31).
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The thin sections used in this study were prepared by dry methods, being packed
with dry packs and then cut with oil instead of the standard water saw, then covered to
prevent reaction with any moisture in the atmosphere. It is possible that this organic
cement is making up the extra 20 percent cement, and that this organic cement is
removed under traditional water cutting methods used to create thin sections. The fact
that the Pleistocene cements are within the same ranges found in other studies indicates
that this result of organic cement is not an artifact of the oil cutting method, and that the
organics may be progressively degraded with time. Given the young age of the Holocene
allochems (~5000 years), versus the > 100 ka age of the Pleistocene eolianites, the
Holocene rocks may contain significant organic matter related to their precipitative
environment, which supports biofilm production.
The idea that wind plays a roll in the development of tafoni is expressed by the
sample holes. The regular alignment of sediment present in the sample holes could show
the effect of winds, and wind direction on the tafoni development. Especially because the
less wind-protected holes from tafone Y showed more sediment alignment that the other
holes. The accumulation of this sediment also shows the rapidness of the process,
accumulating 6 cm in 6 months. The wind is enough to align the sediments present in the
tafoni, however, it is not enough to remove the sediments. Based on this idea and the
bowl-like shape of Watling’s Quarry, which inhibits the wind, it does not take a lot of
wind to promote the tafoni development once the crust is breached.
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Volume
The approximations for volume were done using several assumptions, and need a
more detailed analysis to provide definite data. Volume and denudation rates of the small
tafoni give approximate values for these two parameters; however, the calculations are
tainted by the number of tafoni measured on each cliff face. Cliff face A is the largest in
Watling’s Quarry, and it shows the larger amount of material removed with 114
individual tafoni measured, the majority of the tafoni present. However, cliff E is the
largest cliff face measure, with 100 individual tafoni measured along its length, however
several of the tafoni present on the cliff face were not measured. This has somewhat
skewed the comparisons between the cliff faces. Volume approximations do show that
the larger tafoni erode faster, this could be a result of a larger surface area, allowing for
more wind erosion to take place in a larger area resulting in more material being
removed.

Tafoni from Other Islands
From Long Island the tafoni are believed to be initiated by the cliffing caused by
collapse of large voids at depth, which removed the calcrete crust, and left vertical cliffs
with the soft eolianite material exposed to outside weathering. As a result, tafoni
development occurred. The Crevice especially is illustrative, as it is in an interior
location and coastal processes have no influence at this site. Deans Blue Hole, while in a
lagoonal setting, has caused cliffing of an eolian ridge by collapse into the blue hole,
creating another vertical cliff that exposed the soft interior of an eolianite ridge. These
Long Island examples demonstrate that the key factor in tafoni development in
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Quaternary eolianites is some mechanism to cliff the eolianite so that the soft and poorly
indurated interior can be exposed to wind and sun, while preventing cementation of this
surface. Cliffing in the absence of regular sea spray wetting seems important.
The fourteen tafoni present on Abaco Island are believed to be inactive, and are
also believed to have formed during the OIS 5e highstand when the higher sea level
cliffed an already existing dune, starting the tafoni erosional process. The dune was large
enough that sea spray could not reach the upper reaches of the cliff, sea spray
cementation did not occur at those heights. This situation allowed tafoni to develop. The
120,000 years since that highstand have allowed enough time for rainfall to cement the
cliff and the tafoni are no longer undergoing erosional processes, and have become relict
features. Once sea level fell at the end of the last interglacial, active cliffing stopped, and
the cliff could cement with meteoric water and stabilize.
Tafoni from New Providence to date are only described in buildings and other
cultural features. These features again attest to the rapidity of the tafoni-forming process.
Norwick and Dexter (2002), showed a lag time of 1000 years for tafoni development in
Arizonia, based on the lack of tafoni present in the blocks of building. The tafoni present
in the buildings on New Providence show that tafoni form more rapidly in the Bahamas,
in building blocks.
The tafoni on Cat Island are similar to that present on the other Bahamian islands,
and are probably reacting to similar situations. The two high relict tafoni studied appear
to be similar to the tafoni present on Abaco, high on a cliff line outside the sea spray
range. The cliffing event was probably a product of the last sea level highstand, OIS 5e,
~125 ka. The coastally active tafoni on Cat Island also seem to forming under the same
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restrictions that limit tafoni development on San Salvador, that is, in protected
environments away from sea spray, with some wind interaction.

Formation of Tafoni
Tafoni form in very specific environments in the Bahamas. The large tafoni form
along cliffed eolianite faces that do not typically receive sea spray, which promotes
cementation. Small tafoni can form in artificially cliffed features, or even in buildings,
where they are again protected from cementation and their development can continue.
The large tafoni may form as small tafoni erode in to each other producing large surface
areas, increasing the rate of erosion. The large tafoni also seem to have a depth limit,
developing deeper as the cliff supporting them breaks down – the “unroofed” portions
described earlier.
Tafoni were originally hypothesized for this study to be formed from salt wedging
or other evaporate crystal wedging however, the lack of evaporates present in the
petrographic analysis rules this out as a mechanism for formation of tafoni on San
Salvador. The data collected sets wind erosion up as a possible mechanism, although it
also shows that the wind amounts do not need to be strong enough to actually remove the
sediment, just to promote the weathering of the surface, which can be seen in Watling’s
Quarry, and in the four large sampled tafoni. Both of these mechanisms have been
suggested by previous authors. Tafoni are probably polygenic, forming by several
methods given different environments, different methods are needed for promoting the
mechanical weathering process producing morphometrically similar results. The term as
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defined in the Glossary of Geology, needs to be changed to address the issues brought up
by this and other studies.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
This study compared tafoni to both flank margin and sea caves, which can form in
proximity to each other, and can result in confusion of the cave types. This is important
because both sea caves and flank margin caves, in different ways can be used as paleo sea
level indicators, while tafoni can not. Misinterpretation of the cave types can result in
incorrect sea level interpretations. The study addressed the following hypotheses:
1. Tafoni are forming on San Salvador Island.
2. Large tafoni in different aged rocks are not morphometrically different.
3. That tafoni can be morphometricaly differentiated from both sea caves and
flank margin caves.
4. The formation of larger scale tafoni is correlated to the formation of small
tafoni.
5. The formation of tafoni is related to mineral crystallization, and/or wind and
air erosional processes once a resistant surface layer has been breached.
Hypothesis 1: Tafoni are forming on San Salvador Island.
Tafoni were found to be forming on San Salvador Island, as well as other islands in the
Bahamas, including Cat, Abaco, New Providence, and Long Islands. Thirty-four largescale tafoni were mapped, 32 from San Salvador Island, and two from Cat Island, both in
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the Bahamas, Abaco (Walker, 2006), and Long Island (Wilson, 1992) both had
previously documented occurrences of tafoni. Tafoni was photographed in buildings and
cultural features from New Providence.
Hypothesis 2: Large tafoni in different aged rocks are not morphometrically different.
The large tafoni measured on San Salvador Island were divided up by rock age
between Holocene and Pleistocene. These maps were then compared to each other to
determine any statistical differences between the tafoni in different aged rocks. No
significant differences were found. It is possible that no differences were found because
the cliff in which both sets of tafoni were formed at the same time regardless of the age of
the rock.
Hypothesis 3: Tafoni can be morphometricaly differentiated from both sea caves and
flank margin caves.
The 32 San Salvador tafoni maps, and 2 the Cat Island maps resulted in the
measurement of 61 individual. This data was then compared to flank margin cave data
from Roth (2004) and justified by Waterstrat (2007), and sea cave data from Waterstrat
(2007). Results show that morphometrics will differentiate between all three types, with
the use of multiple ratios resulting in the best differentiation.
Four hundred and ninety small tafoni were measured from two cultural features,
Watling’s Quarry and Hole 12 Road Cut, on the south end of San Salvador Island.
Comparisons in these measurements show that there is no pattern in how small tafoni
form when comparing the entrance and interior measurements, however, patterns do exist
when the depth was added to the ratios, comparing the tafoni in three dimensions.
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Hypothesis 4: The formation of large-scale tafoni is correlated to the formation of small
tafoni.
Comparisons between the small tafoni and the large tafoni also showed no real
pattern, all the ratios with the exception of one, the unroofed tafoni exterior width to
interior width. Looking at the ratios for just the small tafoni compared to itself showed
that in two dimensions that there was no uniform pattern for the tafoni development.
However, once the ratios were compared over depth, the comparisons were found to be
similar. So it is possible that with additional measurements on the large tafoni, maybe
found to be similar to the small tafoni using different ratios. However, there is some
evidence that supports the idea that small tafoni grow together to form large tafoni, so it
could be possible that no real pattern would exist, since one small tafoni did not grow to
form one large tafoni. Crude volume approximations show that small tafoni grow at a
slower rate than large tafoni, which could also be the cause of some differences between
the two types of tafoni.
Hypothesis 5: The formation of tafoni is related to mineral crystallization, and/or wind
and air erosional processes once a resistant surface layer has been
breached.
The tafoni in the carbonate eolianites of the Bahamas, seem to form along
formational mechanisms recognized to form tafoni from other areas. The petrographic
analysis also showed no evaporatites to be present, making crystal wedging an unlikely
tafoni-forming mechanism in the Bahamian Quaternary eolianites. Results of the tafoni
comparisons, with their different wind orientations, and analysis of sediment orientations
in sample holes, indicates wind erosion, as a possible mechanism for forming the tafoni
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in this location. The bowl-like shape of Watling’s Quarry inhibits the amount and
velocity of the wind that could be present to form the tafoni. This coupled with the fact
that although the sediment was aligned in the sample holes, it was still there, therefore,
the amount of wind necessary for tafoni development is not a large amount.
There was no evidence found during this study that traditional cave dissolutional
processes are supporting the formation of tafoni in this location. Therefore, the tafoni
features on the on the island represent traditional pseudo-karst features, and not a new
form of traditional karst or pseudo-pseudo karst.

Additional Conclusions
The results of this study include data from cultural features, Watling’s Quarry and
Hole 12 Road Cut, other studies have mentioned the appearance of tafoni in building
blocks and other cultural features, however, this study is one of the few to present data
from these type of tafoni.
The petrographic analysis showed the same type of allochems, the same amount
of porosity and cement present as previous studies done in the area, with the exception of
the Holocene rocks, where the cement was found to be 20 percent greater, and the
porosity was found to be significantly lower. Additional work on these rocks using a
scanning electron microscope, showed the existence of a cement containing organic
biofilm remnants. Additional work is needed in this area to further describe these organic
cements.
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APPENDIX A
TAFONI DATA SHEETS
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Table 13 Large Tafoni Data Sheet
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Table 14 Watling’s Quarry Cliff Face A Data Sheet.
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Table 15 Watling’s Quarry Cliff Face B Data Sheet.
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Table 16 Watling’s Quarry Cliff Face C Data Sheet.
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Table 17 Hole 12 Road Cut Cliff Face D Data Sheet.
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Table 18 Hole 12 Road Cut Cliff Face E Data Sheet.
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APPENDIX B
TAFONI, FLANK MARGIN, AND SEA CAVE GRAPHS
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Figure 54 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of A/P ratio.
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Figure 55 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of S/L ratio
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Figure 56 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of EW/EIW ratio
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Figure 57 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of Box Fill %.
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Figure 58 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of DW/EIW ratio
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Figure 59 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of Area vs. Perimeter.
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Figure 60 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of roofed A/P ratio
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Figure 61 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of roofed S/L ratio
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Figure 62 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of roofed Box Fill %
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Figure 63 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of roofed EW/EIW ratio
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Figure 64 Tafoni, Flank Margin, and Sea Cave comparisons of roofed DW/EIW ratio.
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Small Tafoni Graphs
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Figure 65 Roofed Depth vs. Roofed Width in small tafoni.
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Figure 66 Unroofed Depth vs. unroofed Width in small tafoni.
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TAFONI CAVE MAPS
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Figure 67 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone T1 and T2.
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Figure 68 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone H.
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Figure 69 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone T4.
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Figure 70 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone A.
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Figure 71 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone AP.
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Figure 72 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone B.
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Figure 73 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone BP.
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Figure 74 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone C.
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Figure 75 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone CI 1.
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Figure 76 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone CI 2.
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Figure 77 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone CP.
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Figure 78 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone D.
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Figure 79 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone DP.
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Figure 80 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone EP.
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Figure 81 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone F.
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Figure 82 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone FP.
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Figure 83 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone G.
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Figure 84 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone GP.
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Figure 85 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone H.
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Figure 86 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone HP.
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Figure 87 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone North Point E.
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Figure 88 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone P.
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Figure 89 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone Q.
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Figure 90 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone R.
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Figure 91 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone S1.
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Figure 92 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone S2.
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Figure 93 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone T3.
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Figure 94 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone U.
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Figure 95 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone V.
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Figure 96 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone W.
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Figure 97 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone X.
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Figure 98 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone Y.
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Figure 99 Tafoni Cave Map of Tafone Z.
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FLANK MARGIN AND SEA CAVE DATA SHEETS
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Table 19 Flank margin cave dataset from Roth (2004) revised by Waterstrat (2007).
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Table 20 Sea Cave dataset from Waterstrat (2007)
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SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPHS
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Figure 100 SEM photomicrograph showing inorganic and organic cement.
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Figure 101 SEM photomicrograph general rock appearance.
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Figure 102 SEM photomicrograph showing rock grains and different cement types
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Figure 103 SEM photomicrograph showing a typical rock grain arrangement.
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Figure 104 SEM photomicrograph showing an organic layer.
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Figure 105 SEM photomicrograph showing inorganic cement crystals growing out of an
organic layer.
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Figure 106 SEM photomicrograph showing an organic layer present on cement crystals.
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Figure 107 SEM photomicrograph showing inorganic cement crystals.
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